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Project: World War Breda

Strictly No Killing

3-day introduction program

Objectives

- Have fun
- Settle in Breda
- Learn about different cultures
- Trigger interest
Day 1: Schattenjacht
(Treasure Hunt)

10 groups of 20 people

Clues

- Foreign Languages
- 1st Clue: Find Team
- 2-9th Clues: Lead to important parts of the city
- Treasure!! :)
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Day 2: Culturele Uitwisseling

(Culture Exchange)

Talk about country

Quiz -> Walkie Talkies
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Battle Preparation
Day 3: Gevecht

(Battle)

Location: Park Valkenberg

Competition

Grande Prize

Party
Conclusion

- Have fun ✔️
- Settle in Breda ✔️
- Learn about different cultures ✔️
- Trigger interest ✔️